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What is Virtualisation 

The majority of today’s servers run at a processing capacity well below their potential,                

research firm Gartner claim the average server only operates at 5-10% of its total 

power potential. Servers historically could only operate one application at a time, a 

costly investment for any business who required multiple servers to run more than 

one application. 

Virtualisation is the answer; it uses software to create a ‘Virtual Computer System’ 

which  allows  multiple applications to run on a single server. 

A virtual computer system better known as a ‘virtual machine’ (VM) has its own                     

Independent operating system and application inside which imitate dedicated                

hardware. Because virtual machines are self-contained it enables businesses to run 

them simultaneously on one computer. 

A thin layer of software called a hypervisor separates the virtual machine from the 

host, allocating computing resources to each virtual machine as needed controlling 

the hardware and managing guest operating systems. 
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Why Virtualisation is a solid business solution 

Virtualisation is a practical and cost efficient solution, the majority of business owners 

have cited IT running costs for security, maintenance, upgrades and staffing as some 

of the largest overheads impacting their businesses. Often investments needed for 

running IT systems have prevented available funds being invested into other areas      

within a business.  

Virtualisation is a flexible solution which delivers maximum server utilization,                         

simplifying your IT needs and management whilst reducing cost; it provides your                  

business with all the power and functionality of a server without having to own the 

physical IT equipment.  

A server is fundamental for your business, in an environment where it is essential to 

operate dynamically, virtualisation delivers the performance your business deserves. 
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Business Benefits 

Space Saving  

      By placing multiple virtual machines on a single 

server, your business gets maximum output for 

minimum space. Virtualisation support                    

businesses to consolidate multiple servers onto 

fewer physical devices which helps reduce 

space, power and administration requirements.  

 

Improved Disaster Recovery  

      Knowing your business data is secure in the 

event of a major disaster is critical. With a             

virtualised environment, your data is backed 

up every 3-6 hours to a DR virtual machine            

located in one of our datacentres. We can have 

your business back up and running in minutes 

rather than days with little impact to your      

business. 

 

Affordable  

      Virtualisation helps to reduce server                             

Infrastructure investment, there are no upfront 

costs, your business only pays for the space 

you need. Costs are flexed to usage and        

demand; we give you the assurance that when 

you see a spike in demand we can deliver more 

capacity ensuring your online business                

functions run smoothly.  

 

Energy Saving  

     Virtualising your IT environment and maximising 

server performance reduces power                          

consumption so less CO2 emissions are                

released and less energy costs are incurred. 

 

 

 

Improved Security  

      Virtualisation helps to reduce the risk of your 

servers being hacked, it centralises data to                     

prevent loss of information. A virtual                         

environment provides flexibility by sharing of 

systems without sharing critical data 

across servers. If a virtual machine is 

infected, it can be reverted to the last 

state before the attack.  
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Who needs Virtualisation 

Businesses who need instant server(s)  

     We can get you up and running to your required specification in a 

matter of minutes. 

When you want a scalable solution  

      Virtualisation allows you to add additional resources in seconds 

when required and you only pay for what you need, when you 

need it.  

Businesses who require a reliable server  

      Your data is stored on one or more physical machines with more 

redundancy of components than you would find in a typical             

server, there is no worry about parts failing; if there is ever a fault 

with the physical server, a back-up will take over immediately.  

When you need a cost effective server  

       You rent the amount of resources you need now, there are no 

upfront capital costs to purchase a server and you don’t have to 

over-specify the server to future proof it as you can simply up-

grade the resource as and when you need.  
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To sum up 

Companies used to have to purchase physical servers to run their               

infrastructure, these servers would be purchased as a capital             

expense depreciating over time. Within a few years they would 

need replacing- either they were reaching the end of their reliable 

life or were no longer powerful enough to meet the changing needs 

for your company.  

With our virtualisation solution you can lease a virtual machine           

instead. There are no capital costs and your server can be                    

provisioned in minutes. The virtual machine runs on a larger cluster 

of servers situated in purpose built data centres with multiple              

gigabit connections to the internet. Hardware failures are no longer 

a problem because the server can call on a large pool of resources 

from the central servers. 

 If your business demands change or you need extra bandwidth so 

your website can handle more customers during peak selling             

periods additional resources can be provisioned immediately. There 

are no delays in waiting for hardware and no downtime while the 

server is reinstalled. Virtual machines are fast, scalable and flexible.  
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About 100 PercentIT 

Our Story is one of success and innovation, over the course of the 
last two decades 100 Percent IT has become a leading provider of 
managed IT services. We deliver a wide selection of straightforward 
solutions to our business partners and customers leaving them free 
to operate their business more profitably. 

Our services are tailored to your company needs and budget, the 
personal, supportive approach we adopt has delivered smart,                 
cost-effective and sustainable solutions to a wide client portfolio 
and ranging I.T needs. 

Our extensive network is built on a solid infrastructure of Cisco and 

Juniper networking equipment and Dell hardware. This network is 

constructed for reliability which alongside redundancy come as 

standard through our high availability design.  Regardless of business 

size or industry sector, we understand how to implement the                 

solutions our clients really need for today and years to come  

http://www.100percentit.com/virtualisation
mailto:sales@100percentit.com

